
Chapter -6  

We  Can’t Find our Feet  

ORAL  

Reading and speaking skills ( Pronunciation , fluency, Comprehension )  

Read the lesson aloud . 

1.What is your idea of having fun ?  

Ans- I like to play with my pet .  

2.What do you do when someone tickles you ?  

Ans- I laugh when someone tickles me . 

 

MULTIPLE   CHOICE QUESTIONS   

Reading skills ( Comprehension )  

Tick (✓) the correct options to Complete the sentences . 

1.Nasruddin Hodja was Very   

(a) Clever (✓)    (b) sad  (.  )   (c) foolish  (    )  

2.All the Children …..  Hodja . 

(a) hated  (    )   (b) loved (✓)   (c) pushed (.   )  

3.One day , the Children wanted to  

(a) trouble Hodja (   )   (b) run (.   ).  (c) have some fun (✓)  

4.Hodja was resting near the   

(a) Village stream (✓)  (b)  tree  (   )     (c) Village Market  (    )  

WRITTEN   

READ  AND ANSWER   

Reading skills ( Comprehension )  

1.How did Hodja make people laugh ?  

Ans-  Hodja made people laugh with his Clever jokes .  

2.What did Hodja look like ? 

Ans- Hodja was fat with a round belly .He had a long , 



White beard . 

3.What did the Children do one day ?  

Ans- One day, the Children put their feet in the water and  

Told Hodja that they could not find their feet .  

THINK  AND ANSWER  

Reading skills ( Comprehension )  

1.How Can You say that the Children loved Hodja ?  

Ans -Children loved Hodja because they Crowded around  

Him and enjoyed the stories he told them .  

They loved to spend time with Hodja . 

2.What did the Children tell Hodja that they could not  

Find their feet ?  

Ans- Children told Hodja that they Could not find  

Their feet because they wanted to have some fun . 

3. Your best friend is teasing another  friend .  

What do you do ? Tick (✓)  the best option . 

(a) Join Your best friend . 

(b) Keep quiet . 

(c) Tell your friend not to do so .(✓)  

(d) Laugh loudly  

HOTS ( Higher Order Thinking skills )  QUESTION  

“Ah , I can see that you have found your  feet !”  

(a) Who is  ‘I’ and who is you ' in the sentence ?  

Ans- ‘I’ is Nasruddin Hodja and you is the Children  

Of his village . 

(b) How did ‘I’ find you ‘s feet ? 

Ans- ‘I’ tickled  the Children ‘s feet with a branch . 

The Children Could no longer keep their feet in  

The water . 

Work in pairs . pupil A asks one question from the story  



And pupil B answers .Then , reverse roles . 

Some questions you can ask  are given below . 

1.What is Anand’ s  friend wearing ?  

Ans- Anand’s friend is wearing  two coats .  

2. Is it hot or cold that day ?  

Ans- It was too hot that day . 

3. What is Anand’s friend doing ?  

Ans- Anand’s friend is painting his house .  

4.What is written on the box ?  

Ans- on the box it is written “for the best results  

Put two coats . 

5. Why does Anand   laugh ?  

Ans- Anand laughs  for the message written  

On the paint box . 

LISTEN  

Listening skills (Comprehension )  

Listen to the words and tick (✓) the words you hear . 

1.sell  (     )     sail  (✓)   

2. bell  ( ✓)     ball   (.    )   

3. Shop   ( ✓)   ship   (.    )  

4.red      (.    )    read   (✓)  

5. book (.   )     brook  (✓)  

6.pug     ( ✓)    peg    (      )  

     SPEAK   

     Reading  skills ( Pronunciation )  

B . Add Kn or lk to Complete these words then read them aloud. 

Wa lk ,.    Kn ow ,   Cha lk ,  yo lk,.   Kn ock ,  ta lk . 

LEARN   NEW WORDS  



B . Make a word Chain of Six words .  

1.Sun  -- name -egg – grass – show  -- watch –hen  

2. drop – pen – nap—please –example –explain – note   

3. home – emotion – night – tree -enter – right – tight   

4 . fish – home – excess -shine – exam – marks – strict  

PUNCTUATE  

Reading & writing skills (grammar)  

We use the question mark (?) to ask a question .  

Example : what are the elephants doing ?  

Use ( .) Or ( ? )   to end each  sentence . 

1. What is your name (? )  

2. Rani is  picking up the phone ( .)  

3. I am  going to school  ( .  )  

4. Where is my bag (? )  

WRITE  

Writing skills ( Creative writing ) 

A.Number the sentences in correct order to make a funny story.The first one has been numbered  

For you . 

A . ( 6 ) He sees the writing on the wall and  guesses  

         The truth . 

      ( 3 ) He digs  a hole in the floor of his Cottage and  

        Hides the bag there . 

        ( 1) Bhiku finds a bag of gold Coins . 

        (2) He worries that someone Can steal the gold  

            Coins .  

        (5 ) Lakhu Comes to Bhiku’s Cottage  when no one is  

        There .  

       ( 4) He writes on the wall,’No gold is hidden in the  floor  

        Of  my house . 

        ( 9) It says,  ‘Lakhu has not taken the gold . 



         (7) He digs up the floor and finds  the bag of  

           Gold . 

         ( 8) Before leaving , he writes another message on the  

Wall . 

NOW , read the story in Correct order and  

Enjoy it . 

B. Give a name to the story  “Bhiku and a bag of gold Coins. 

The Monkey and His Tail  

Present Continuous Tense  

Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box  

And  Complete . 

Is sitting next to them , are sitting in the garden , is making  

Tea,  is having biscuits , are having  tea . 

Mr and Mrs Sharma  are sitting  in the garden . 

They  are having tea . 

Mrs Sharma   is making tea  .  

Mr Sharma     is having biscuits . 

Their dog Ruff  is sitting next to them . 

Match the subjects  with their suitable  predicates . 

The elephants      ---    are eating bananas  . 

The lion ------             is sleeping  . 

A  rainbow   -------    has seven  Colours . 

The old man   -------  lives in a hut . 

The boys        -----     are playing football . 

Now read the answers given below to Complete the  

Questions . 

Ans- 1.what    is         the shopkeeper   doing ?              ?    

Ans – The shopkeeper is Counting money . 

2. What  is Mrs kumar 



doing ?               

Ans- Mrs kumar is  opening her purse . 

3. What is Rina  eating  ?  

Ans – Rina is eating an iCe Cream . 

Look at the  pictures and answer the questions. 

Whose ball is this  ? 

Ans-It is Reena ‘s ball . 

Whose bicycle is This ? 

Ans- It is Anita ‘s bicycle . 

Whose monkey is this ?  

Ans- This is Mr.Sharma’s  

Monkey . 

Whose Cart is this ?  

Ans- This is Ramu’s Cart . 

A . Circle the special name in these sentences . 

1.Ranu lives in Delhi  . 

2. Ratan has a big house . 

3.My dog’s name is Jackie . 

4. Mr Roy  is a good doctor . 

5.Radha  is a good  girl . 

6. Shimla  is on the hills . 

7.The Taj  Mahal   is  in   Agra .  

8. Kitty     is     my pet Cat .  

9.yamuna  flows through Delhi . 

B. Underline the names of  persons with red , names of  

Special  persons with blue and the names of things with  

Green Colour  . 

1 . Shivani   flies    a   kite   with her brother  .  

2.The  man   is  going  to the post office  . 



3. Children   play in the garden . 

4.  Ankur  is  hiding  under a  table . 

5. Minku  lives  in a City  . 

A . Write the plural  forms of  these nouns  .( You have to add s  

Or es . 

Dress ---    dresses     mongo  -- mangoes  . 

Bird  ----- birds           Cloud  --- Clouds . 

B . look at this picture . write down the things you   

See , in the  Correct Cloud . 

One         more than one                        

Tiger                 rabbits                                     

Elephant           monkeys                       

 Lion                   trees              

Tortoise            flowers                  

A . Look at the pictures and describe them . 

a       red                 flower  . 

a       brown         monkey . 

a        gift               box . 

b.circle the   describing  words and underline the  

naming words . 

1.She  has  a red   bag . 

2. This is a  juicy  apple . 

3 .I have a   new   pen . 

4.Anju  needs.   Hot water. 

5. That      naughty puppy is here .  

Little Elephant s Clever  

Trick  

Present Continuous Tense  

Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the 



Verbs given in the brackets . 

My friends and I are playing .( Play ) in the park . The watchman tells us that it is (getting ) 

(get ) dark . As I walk home ,I hear some one  

Walking ( walk) behind me .I am scared . Suddenly ,I hear someone Shouting (Shout ) my name .I turn 

around .It is my uncle . 

He sees me Walking (Walk) alone and calls my  

Name . 

Articles – a,an, the  

A.Fill in the blanks with a,an,or the . 

The old man and his wife live in a small hut near the forest . Every day the  

Old man picks up dry  sticks and sells them in a  

Village . 

B.Use a,an or the to fill in the blanks. 

1.I got an umbrella An umbrella is big . 

2.The bus Came down the road A girl was waiting at the bus stop a  

Girl got into the bus . 

3.we live on the earth . 

4.Hari gave a rose to his  

mother a rose was red . 

5.The rabbit found a carrot the Carrot was fresh. 

6.Mary had a little lamb. 

The lamb went With her  

Everywhere. 

7.The sun rises every morning. 

8.I have an apple. An apple is sweet . 

9.The Red Fort is in Delhi.  

C.Fill in the blanks with a,an, or the. 

Rocky goes to school every day . The school is  

Near a park .He takes a  



Small bag ,a water bottle, 

a book and an umbrella. 

The book is very colourful.He meets his teachers at the bus stop. 

Loves his teachers. The  

Teachers love him too. 

Preeti opened the cupboard.she took out 

a blue dress, an orange cap,a white bag and got 

ready.She went out and  

Saw the bus coming . 

The bus stopped and Preeti got in. She went to 

Soma’s house to play.she was happy. 

Prepositions  

Use the prepositions given in the box to complete the sentences  

(On the next page). 

Across ,infront of, behind  

In  

1.put the flowers in the vase. 

2.The dog is hiding behind the tree. 

3.The cow is walking across the road. 

4.The child is sitting in front of the TV. 

A.sometimes when we talk about past events, the verb changes, example-eat becomes ate. 

Fill in the blanks correctly  

With the verbs given in 

the box. 

Went ,kept,made,drew 

1.I am drawing a tree today. 

My brother drew a flower yesterday. 

2.I am not going to school today. 

l went to school yesterday. 



3.l am keeping my books 

In the bag today. 

Yesterday l kept my pencils in the bag. 

4.Today Radha is making  

tea . 

Yesterday dev made tea . 

B.Today is Sunday.Match 

Correctly and find out what these people did on 

Saturday. 

 

Amit.  – played football  

Bunny – jumped in the  

                Garden  

On Saturday Grandfather- Visited his  

                        Friend . 

Mother   -- baked a cake . 

C.Use words given in the 

Box to fill in the blanks. 

1.The monkeys Climed the trees. 

2.She opened the door for the visitor . 

3.The dog barked loudly. 

4.She Smiled at her friend . 

5.My mother baked a cake for my birthday. 

Match correctly.one is done for you. 

Hodja is –their friend . 

Hodja is resting near –  

                       the Village  

                        Stream. 

The children are walking 



Behind – Hodja  

A.Fill in the blanks with some or any . 

1.There is Some juice in  

the jug. 

2.Do you have some water in the jug . 

3.There isn’t any milk in  

the bottle . 

4.Give me some rice to  

Eat . 

B.Look at the pictures and make sentences using Countable or uncountable nouns . 

Is there any tea in the cup?  

🍵  tea in the cup  

There are flowers in the vase . flowers in the vase. 

Kite in the sky . 

Look ! There are kites in the sky . 

 

 

 

 


